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NovoStage Security
Enjoy the simplicity and flexibility of secure wireless collaboration from any
Windows™ device without any additional hardware thanks to NovoStage.
This Windows™-based software allows full BYOD sharing by turning any
Windows™ device into a collaboration platform. Getting meetings off to
a smooth start has just got easier.
www.vivitek.eu

www.novoconnect.eu
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NovoStage is the answer to the rapidly evolving
challenges and needs of wireless collaboration.
Whether in a corporate or educational setting,
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remote work has necessitated greater IT innovation
in the collaboration space. This easily deployed
software offers the necessary simplicity and easeof-use coupled with top-notch security to meet the
demands of modern meetings.
This agnostic platform is part of the NovoEcosystem
and delivers on the four guaranteed principles:
simplicity, security, integration and centralization.
NovoStage offers wireless sharing to the main
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display from any device within a WiFi network and
is protected by a VPN and a firewall installed by
your IT team.

CHALLENGES OF MODERN MEETINGS

Since Vivitek has prioritized data protection and network security in all its product lines, NovoStage provides
an additional level of security. All data transmitted is encrypted using the AES-256 encryption standard
which means it is protected from unauthorized access. Vivitek’s products comply with ISO 27001 - a certification
of international standard for information security management which ensures the peace of mind for users
and IT Network managers alike.
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NovoStage Software Architecture
You can connect up to 4 devices (Client Devices) to the Main Display thanks to NovoStage’s
many-to-one system architecture. Once all the Client Devices and NovoStage are connected
to a mutually accessible network, the Clients transmit real-time data packets via TCP
transmission to the Main Display on the Local Area Network (LAN).
The transmission of the data packets is encrypted with an Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) using a 256-bit key to ensure the highest security standard.

Enterprise Wi-Fi network

Advanced
security
features
include:

Meeting ID and QR Code
that regenerates after the session is over.

Meeting PIN
that is required to connect to the main display.

Moderator control
of the main display.
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USB Launcher
Vivitek offers a choice of two Launchers to create a direct laptop connection to NovoStage
without a full software installation.

LauncherPlus (USB- A)
The LauncherPlus connects to any laptop, establishing a direct Wi-Fi connection
to any NovoConnect device. Intended for guests, LauncherPlus streamlines and
secures the connection process with zero impact on the existing network. In
addition, the network connection from the USB Launcher to NovoStage is AES256 bit encrypted to guarantee the safe transmission of the data.

LauncherONE
LauncherOne is specifically designed for companies with strict Data Loss
Prevention (DLP) and IT security policies that lock USB ports for storage devices
and do not allow corporate network-based wireless presentation solutions.
LauncherOne includes a secured physical HID device and an authorised portable
driver. This can be managed and deployed by IT/Security services.

We believe that wireless collaboration technology should be simple, private and secure. NovoStage embodies
these beliefs with its ease of use and deployment, as well as its world-class built-in security features such as
the AES-256 bit content encryption. It is also fully compliant with DLP policies and GDPR guidelines.
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